Introducing LinkedIn
Recruiter for Nonprofits
Discover a faster way to source, engage,
and hire exceptional nonprofit talent. With powerful
matchmaking artificial intelligence, LinkedIn Recruiter
makes it easy to tap into the world’s largest professional
network — and pinpoint candidates with the skills your
organization needs to change the world.

Unlock the full power of LinkedIn with smart insights and time-saving features
Find qualified candidates that
you aren’t reaching today

Boost efficiency and
collaboration

Narrow your scope with advanced
search filters, and explore
recommended matches to spot
qualified candidates who are open
to hearing from you.

Save time with saved searches,
track your team’s performance, and
share candidate notes with other
team members and managers.
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Rachel G.
Mental Health Counselor
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LinkedIn Recruiter
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access to…

Joel M.
Project Manager at Company A
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Ellen P.
Companies

Sales Representative at Company C

Build a connection

Streamline your process

Reach out to qualified candidates
on a professional platform they
RACHEL G.
trust using personalized InMail
messages — either individually,
or in batches.

If you use an ATS, easily link it with
LinkedIn Recruiter using Recruiter
System Connect, ensuring you
always have access to the most upto-date information.
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Get more from LinkedIn Recruiter
Search Spotlights
Identify the candidates most
likely to respond to your outreach,
including past applicants,
people open to work, and those
who already engage with your
nonprofit on LinkedIn.
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4 filters
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Job Titles

Mobile
Stay productive, even when
you’re on the go, with LinkedIn
Recruiter Mobile. Download from
the App Store or via Google Play.

Projects

“LinkedIn has
been great.
It’s a really
revolutionary
way of
reaching out
to candidates
outside of your
traditional
sourcing
strategies.”
Isaiah Weatherspoon,
Director of HR Operations,
Colorado Coalition for the
Homeless

Stay organized and get even
stronger Recommended Matches
by creating new workflows for
each role you hire for.

Bundle LinkedIn Recruiter to amplify your success
Career Pages
Showcase your nonprofit as an
employer of choice by discussing
your mission and what it’s like to
be a part of your organization.

RECRUIMENT ADS

Recruitment Marketing
Build candidates’ awareness
of your nonprofit with
targeted and dynamic ads.

Discover other resources
to help you plan, hire,
and develop your
nonprofit workforce
LinkedIn Talent Insights
LinkedIn Jobs

See jobs

Talent Insights

LinkedIn Learning

Make smarter workforce and hiring
decisions with real-time data and
useful benchmarks.

Build and retain powerful nonprofit teams with hiring solutions from LinkedIn for Nonprofits

Contact us to learn more: nonprofit.linkedin.com/hire/contact-us

